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DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

1. The following Is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by 
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent 
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the 
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States 
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) 
of such treaty in the English language. 

2. Claims 1-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being unpatentable by 

Shimizu (20040235481). 

3. Regarding claim 1 Shimizu teaches a radio network controller for controlling a 

radio base station device for making a communication with a movable terminal through 

a radio link, comprising (figs. 1,4,7): a block for controlling said radio base station 

device, said block being physically divided into two subblocks, wherein a control 

dependent on a particular radio transmission scheme is performed only in one of said 

two subblocks (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 2 Shimizu teaches a radio network controller for controlling a 

radio base station device for making a communication with a movable terminal through 

a radio link, comprising (figs. 1,4,7): first control means for performing a control 

independent of any radio transmission scheme (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); 

and second control means physically separated from first control means for performing 
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a control dependent on a particular radio transmission scheme (para. # 0019-0020 and 

0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 3 Shimizu teaches a radio network controller comprising: first 

control means for controlling a radio base station device for making a communication 

with a movable terminal through a radio link, and for controlling a transfer of a control 

signal or signaling (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); and second control means 

physically separated from said first control means for controlling a transfer of user data 

associated with said terminal, said second control means having a radio transmission 

scheme dependent control function (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 4 Shimizu teaches a radio network controller for controlling a 

radio base station device for making a communication with a movable terminal through 

a radio link, comprising: first control means for performing a control related to terminal 

resources for said terminal: and second control means physically separated from said 

first control means for performing a control related to base station resources for said 

radio base station device. 

Regarding claims 5,6,7 Shimizu teaches wherein: said first control means 

comprises at least: common radio resource managing means for managing a radio 

access network environment to optimize a network load (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036); and mobile controller for establishing and releasing a communication channel, 

and said second control means comprises at least: cell controller for controlling a 

permission to a radio access to each radio base station device, as well as congestion 

and assignment of said each radio base station device (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 
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0036); cell communication gateway for transmitting individual radio channel signals and 

multiplexing/demultiple- xing common radio channel signals; and a user radio gateway 

for performing encryption and decryption of radio channels, compression of a header, 

multiplexing/demultiplexing, and a retransmission control (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036). 

Regarding claim 8 Shimizu teaches a mobile communication system comprising 

at least: movable terminal; radio base station device for making a communication with 

said terminal through a radio link (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); and radio 

network controller for controlling said radio base station device, wherein said radio 

network controller has a block for controlling said radio base station device, said block 

being physically separated into two subblocks, such that a control dependent on a 

particular radio transmission scheme is performed only in one of said two subblocks 

(para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 9 Shimizu teaches a mobile communication system comprising 

at least: movable terminal; radio base station device for making a communication with 

said terminal through a radio link (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); and radio 

network controller for controlling said radio base station device, wherein said radio 

network controller is physically separated into first control means for performing a 

control independent of any radio transmission scheme, and second control means for 

performing a control dependent on a particular radio transmission scheme (para. # 

0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 
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Regarding clainfi 10 Shimizu teaches a nnobile communication system 

comprising at least: movable terminal (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); radio base 

station device for making a communication with said terminal through a radio link; and 

radio network controller for controlling said radio base station device, wherein said radio 

network controller comprises first control means for controlling a transfer of user data 

associated with said terminal, and second control means physically separated from said 

first control means for controlling a transfer of a control signal or signalling, said second 

control means having a radio transmission scheme dependent control function (para. # 

0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 11 Shimizu teaches a mobile communication system 

comprising at least: movable terminal; radio base station device for making a 

communication with said terminal through a radio link (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036); and radio network controller for controlling said radio base station device, 

wherein said radio network controller comprises: first control means for performing a 

control related to terminal resources for said terminal (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036); and second control means physically separated from said first control means, for 

performing a control related to base station resources for said radio base station device 

(para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claims 12-14 Shimizu teaches wherein: said first control means 

comprises at least: common radio resource managing means for managing a radio 

access network environment to optimize a network load (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036); and mobile controller for establishing and releasing a communication channel, 
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and said second control means comprises at least: cell controller for controlling a 

permission to a radio access to each radio base station device, as well as congestion 

and assignment of said each radio base station device; cell communication gateway for 

transmitting individual radio channel signals and multiplexing/demultiple- xing common 

radio channel signals; and user radio gateway for performing encryption and decryption 

of radio channels, compression of a header, multiplexing/demultiplexing, and a 

retransmission control (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 15 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling a radio base station 

device in a radio network controller, said method comprising the steps of: physically 

separating a block for controlling said radio base station device into two subblocks 

(para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036); and performing a control dependent on a particular 

radio transmission scheme only in one of said two subblocks (para. # 0019-0020 and 

0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 16 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling a radio base 

station device in a radio network controller, said method comprising the steps of: 

controlling said radio base station device independently of any radio transmission 

scheme in first control means; and controlling said radio base station device depending 

on particular radio transmission scheme in second control means physically separated 

from said first control means (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 17 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling a radio base station 

device in a radio network controller, said radio network controller having first control 

means for controlling a transfer of a control signal or signaling (para. # 0019-0020 and 
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0035-0036). and second control means physically separated from said first control 

means for controlling a transfer of user data related to a movable terminal, said method 

comprising the step of: performing a control dependent on a particular radio 

transmission scheme only in said second control means (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036). 

Regarding claim 18 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling a radio base station 

device in a radio network controller, comprising the steps of: performing a control 

related to terminal resources for said terminal in first control means; and performing a 

control related to base station resources for said radio base station device in second 

control means physically separated from first control means (para. # 0019-0020 and 

0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 19 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling said radio base 

station device in a mobile communication system having at least a movable terminal, 

said radio base station device for making a communication with said terminal through a 

radio link, and a radio network controller for controlling said radio base station device, 

said method comprising the steps of: physically separating a block for controlling said 

radio base station device in said radio network controller into two subblocks (para. # 

0019-0020 and 0035-0036); and performing a control dependent on a particular radio 

transmission scheme only in one of said two subblocks (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035- 

0036). 

Regarding claim 20 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling said radio base 

station device in a mobile communication system having at least a movable terminal, a 
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radio base station device for making a communication with said terminal through a radio 

link, and a radio network controller for controlling said radio base station device (para. # 

0019-0020 and 0035-0036), comprising the steps of: controlling said radio base station 

device independently of any radio transmission scheme in first control means provided 

in said radio network controller; and controlling said radio base station device 

depending on a particular radio transmission scheme in second control means provided 

in said radio network controller and physically separated from said first control means 

(para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 21 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling said radio base 

station device in a mobile communication system having a radio network controller 

including first control means for controlling a transfer of a control signal or signaling 

(para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036), and second control means for controlling a transfer 

of user data related to a movable terminal, said radio network controller being 

configured to control a radio base station device for making a communication with said 

terminal through a radio link, comprising the step of: performing a control dependent on 

a particular radio transmission scheme only in said second control means (para. # 

0019-0020 and 0035-0036). 

Regarding claim 22 Shimizu teaches a method of controlling said radio base 

station device in a mobile communication system having at least a movable terminal, 

said radio base station device for making a communication with said terminal through a 

radio link (para. # 0019-0020 and 0035-0036), and a radio network controller for 

controlling said radio base station device, comprising the steps of: performing a control 
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related to terminal resources for said terminal in first control means provided In said 

radio network controller; and performing a control related to base station resources for 

said radio base station device in second control means provided in said radio network 

controller and physically separated from first control means (para. # 0019-0020 and 

0035-0036). 

Conclusion 

Any Inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

Examiner should be directed to Khawar Iqbal whose telephone number is (571) 272- 

7909. 

If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the Examiner's 

supervisor, Marsha D. Banks-Harold can be reached on (571) 272-7905. The fax phone 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 

872-9306. 

Infonnation regarding the stjatus of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published 

applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status 

information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For 

more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you 

have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business 

Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free) or 703-305-3028. 
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Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist/customer service whose telephone 

number is (571)272-2600. 

Khawar Iqbal SUPEr,ViSCr.Y PAfltVi EXAMINER 

TECHNOLOGY CE?JTER 2600 


